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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF
THE STATE OF UTAH

THE STATE OF UTAH,
Respondent,
v.

LESTER RALPH ROMERO,

Case No. 16638

Petitioner.

PETITION FOR REHEARING
AND BRIEF IN SUPPORT THEREOF

Appeal from a verdict of guilty
rendered at a bench trial before
the Honorable James S. Sawaya of the
Third Judicial District Court and
from the denial of a Motion in
Arrest of Judgment.
JOHN D. O'CONNELL
44 Exchange Place
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 532-5835
Attorney for Petitioner
DAVID WILKINSON
Attorney General
236 State Capitol
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114

Attorney for Respondent
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF
THE STATE OF UTAH

!HE STATE OF UTAH,
Respondent,
v.
LESTER RALPH ROMERO,

Case No. 16638

Petitioner.

PETITION FOR REHEARING
AND BRIEF IN SUPPORT THEREOF

COMES NOW LESTER RALPH ROMERO, appellant-petitioner,
and hereby petitions the Court to rehear the above captioned
appeal of a criminal conviction for the following reasons which
pertain to erroneous factual assumptions and, therefore, petitioner
has incorporated his "Brief in Support" into this .Petition:
1.

The primary holding, that the evidence derived from

the illegal seizure of defendant's papers was admissible because
the taint of the illegal search was removed by attenuation, decided
an issue which was not addressed or anticipated by the parties
on appeal and assumed critical facts contrary to the evidence
in the record.

The "live witness - attenuation" analysis of
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United States v. Ceccolini, 435 U.S. 268 (1978), by this Court
is inappropriate and not dispositive because:
al

Indirectly derived "live witness" testimony

const\tuted only a part of the evidence objected to
on Fourth Amendment grounds.

Physical evidence which

was seized directly from de;fendant' s vehicle under circumstances which this Court assumed violated defendant's
Fourth Amendment rights was, itself, admitted into
evidence at trial, over the Fourth Amendment objection
of the defendant.

This evidence included the "ABC

envelope" (Exhibit S-10, R-192, 207), which was the
critical link connecting the defendant to the stolen
property.
bl

(R-199, R-202-06).
The Court's analysis treats the seizure of

the defendant's papers from his truck and the subsequent
obtaining of the search warrant for ABC Storage as
isolated events separated by a two month interval.
As appellant attempted to make clear on appeal, appellant
objected to the seizure which included the taking of
the papers to the County Attorney's Office, photocopying them, filing them, and, in accordance with an
expressed plan, using them in the continuing investigation of the appellant (Exhibit D-3, Appendix A).

Thus,

the violation of appellant's rights was a continuing
violation which included the direct and repeated use
- 2 -
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of the appellant's papers in obtaining the search
warrant for ABC Storage.
Exhibit D-2, Appendix B).

(Affidavit for Search Warrant,
Thus, there was no time

interval between the Fourth Amendment violation and
the obtaining of the warrant which produced the other
evidence used at trial.

Removal from the Affidavit

of statements expressly connected to the seized envelope
or dependant thereon to establish a connection to the
storage unit would clearly eliminate probable .cause.
(Ibid.)
c)

The decision finds no connection between the

statement of the confidential informant and the seized
envelope.

The Affidavit itself (Exhibit D-2, Appx.

B, p. 2), clearly establishes that the confidential
informant observed a copy of the illegally seized
envelope.

The testimony was that the informant asked

to see the items seized from the vehicle because
appellant was concerned that the contents of an envelope
would lead to stolen property.
d)

(R-127-28, R-242-43).

In United States v. Ceccolini, 435 U.S. 268

(1978), the Supreme Court was concerned with a completely
different situation where the information obtained illegally may have led the police to the witness, but the
illegally obtained information was not ever used as
evidence, nor could it be shown that it had any effect
- 3 -
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on the motivation of the witness to testify or on the
testimony itself.

The illegally obtained information

was not used even in questioning the witness.

435 U.S.

at 279.
e)

In the instant case the illegally seized

env~

lope and its contents were used directly and expressly
in obtaining the warrant for the search of ABC and were
introduced into evidence at trial.

The envelope and

its contents were necessary to connect the statements
and testimony of the live witnesses and other exhibits
to the defendant both in the Affidavit for the Warrant
and at trial.
2.

The decision of this Court states that the facts

indicate that the defendant may not have had a possessory right
to assert a Fourth Amendment claim.

The County Attorney's

investigator who seized the papers from the truck testified that
he knew that the vehicle was registered to Golden Circle Corporation by the appellant, that appellant was in possession of the
vehicle, and that appellant was associated with Golden Circle
Corporation.

(R-142-43).

That same officer charged the appellant

with having an illegal safety inspection sticker on the vehicle
in question at the time of the seizure (R-143), and he was convict
of that offense.

(R-112).

Not only was defendant's interest

in the vehicle clearly shown by the evidence, the State is collat·
erally estopped from claiming it was not his vehicle after convicting him of the motor vehicle offense.
- 4 -
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3.

The Court's decision dismisses appellant's challenge

to the sufficiency of the reliability information in the Search
warrant Affidavit because Lyle's statements were admissions against
interest and therefore carried their own indicia of reliability.
That Lyle's statement was against interest is a reasonable inference and one that the magistrate probably made from the sparse
information in the Affidavit.

However, it is not true since Lyle

was given immunity and promised help with the parole board.
IR-181, 188).

The false inference results from the lack of

information in the Affidavit concerning circumstances of reliabilicy which Spinelli v. United States, 393 U.S. 410 (1969), requires.

By not explaining the circumstances surrounding the informant's
statement, the Affidavit did not just deprive the magistrate of
information to make a conclusion on reliability, it led the
magistrate and this Court to a false conclusion regarding reliability.

4.

The Court's decision dismisses appellant's point

on the concealment of the identity of the informant, who was
defendant's attorney's investigator, on the grounds that disclosure
was not required because defendant knew who he was.

At the Motion

to Suppress, defendant became highly suspicious that the person
who told the County Attorney's investigator that appellant was
concerned about the envelope which was seized had obtained that
information from an attorney-client conversation and put on
evidence which left that inference.

One could even say that

- 5 -
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f
defendant did know that a breach of the attorney-client relationship had occurred.

However, the court did not know.

The pro-

secutor, while refusing to divulge the identity, assured the court
that the information did not come from any attorney-client source.
(R-152).

The identity of the source was therefore the issue

and under Rule 36 disclosure was required.

It does not help if

defendant knew, if he was not allowed to prove it.

The informant's

identity was concealed from the court, not the appellant.
Appellant submits he had a right to establish the connection
between the privileged conversation and the Affidavit at the
Motion to Suppress and was prevented from doing so by improper
application of Rule 36.
5.

The decision states that the trial court found at

the Motion in Arrest of Judgment that the information from the
defense attorney's agent "did not come from a confidential and
privileged conversation."

No such detailed finding was made,

although the court made a comment to that effect before the evidence was all in.

{R-256).

It is interesting that after the evidence was in the
State more or less abandoned its claim that the information came
from other sources and argued instead that:

the conversation

between appellant, his attorney, and his investigator, McLaughlin,
was not privileged because it contained information about an ongoing crime; that the County Attorney's Office was not aware that
McLaughlin obtained the information from the lawyer's office
because they told McLaughlin they did not want information obtaine<l

- 6provided
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that way; that there was no state action because McLaughlin was
~t paid money; 1 and the exclusionary rule should not apply in
any event.

(R-232).
It should be noted that the only evidence was that

McLaughlin

~

a party to the conversation where appellant asked

nis lawyer whether the County Attorney's Office could open an

envelope.

There was no evidence that McLaughlin heard appellant

make that statement in another context.

The County Attorney's

investigator could only testify that he told McLaughlin not to
give information obtained from such conferences (R-258), and
kLaughlin told him (out of court) that he had obtained it else' where.

(R-253).

This was admissible not for the truth of the

matter, but to establish the lack of knowledge of the real source
on the part of the prosecution.
This Court's escalation of the trial court's denial
of appellant's Motion in Arrest of Judgment, (which was stated
in the most general language --- "facts claimed in motion are
not supported by credible evidence") , to a specific finding of
particular facts, not argued by the prosecution or supported by
the evidence, not only deprives the appellant of a fair application of the law in this Court, but severely handicaps him in obtaining relief elsewhere.

1.

The Supreme Court of the United States

He was, however, given information in exchange for his
information.
(R-254-55).

- 7 -
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has recently held that fact findings of state appellate courts
deserve a "presumption of correctness."

Sumner v. Mata, 49 Law

Week 4133 (Jan. 21, 1981).
It should also be noted that the statement in the
decision that the "testimony given by the informant at trial was
neither prompted by nor the product of participation in any privileged communications," (p. 7), clearly assumes an incorrect
factual and procedural context of the issue raised.

The informant

did not ever testify --- he merely told the County Attorney's
investigator that appellant was concerned about whether that office
could open the seized envelope and that started the use of the
seized envelope to obtain the search warrant.

That is, the

Search Warrant Affidavit was not only based on physical evidence
obtained in violation of the Fourth Amendment, but also on informa·
tion obtained in violation of the Sixth Amendment.
CONCLUSION
The Court's decision appears to be based upon assumed
facts which are contrary to those in the record.

Furthermore,

the decision addresses some critical issues not raised by the
parties or applies analyses not anticipated by the parties so
that they could martial the facts necessary for the Court's determination.

Counsel would particularly call to the Court's atten-

tion that the Constitutional violations complained of here were
not the result of a mere "blunder of a constable on the beat,"
but were made by a law-trained agent of the prosecuting attorney,

- 8 -
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after consul tat ion with a deputy county attorney (Supplementary
Report, Exhibit D-3, Appx. A), and were ongoing over an extended
reriod of time.
If the exclusionary rule is to be applied in only the
most

extreme case, this is it.

R(!!YJ{.:::;;'
D. O'CONNELL
rney for Petitioner
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
Served two copies of Petitioner's Petition for Rehearing
a~

Brief in Support Thereof to David Wilkinson, Attorney General

and Attorney for Respondent, by leaving same at the office of

ilie Attorney General, 236 State Capitol, Salt Lake City, Utah,
this _ _ _

day of February, 1981.
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APPENDIX A
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; OERNDANT'S

1

SYpplementary R9llO"
Salt Lake Coymy Att0rney1 Office
Crimin1I Divia;on

~lllT

I Ck'78'- ICA(,,

DUINDANTS

IXHlllT
NO.

j C:DI 'VtOL.AT•ON

AOOITIONA&.1N~Oll'MATICf'4

J DA.Tl

"l'CflTIDI ~Tl oc::ua111a I.;.a.a ~MllJI

CUTSIDIAGl-.CY •CASI

~uun•

6 SYNOPSIS

ARREST OF IZST!R !'l.\LPR ROMERO
A~gusc Z5, ~978, ac approxi::iacely 0750 hours, ! proceeded co che area
or c•• e suspect s home. I :nade a drive pasc :!le susoecc' s home and ob•
served in and around :he suspecc's home four vehicles. There was a
white over green Thunderbiri. There was a green C:-:evec:e and a green
Volkswagon and a lighc blue over dark blue Ford oickuo :r.ick with a
C&lll!ler.
.

°1!

I :hen proceeded co ?ark on 6200 Souch ac approx!::acely 1800 West. Ac
approximately 0815 hours, Sgc. Dennis Harwood from cha Sale Lake Councy
Sheriff's Office joined ma and sec up surveillance west of che susoecc'1
home.
·
Ac approxi:iiacely 0830 hours, Sgt. Har~ood concac:ed ~e by radio a:id
adVised chat :he suspect had jusc left h!s home ar.d had goccan inco the
blue ~ord pickup truck with cha camper.
I c!:en scar:ad cha angina in l1l'f vehicle, pulled forward, and observed
the suspect as he came co :he stop sign ac 2200 ~esc on 6200 Souch.
Suspect !:!Ade a righc cum and proceeded easc!:iound on 62·00 South. I
:nade a U·curn prior co cha suspect geccing co l1l'f location; and as che
suspect passed, I pulled in behind the susoecc and awaited Sgc. Rarwood's
arrival co stop ~e suspect wich his red light. However, orior co
Sgc. Harwood's a~ival, I observed cha suspect pull his oickuo c::uclc
co the righc and off che roadway and cum off c."ie engine:
I exiced :ny vehicle and proceeded co ~eec che suspect ac the left rear
corner of his pickup c:-.:ck. I chere displayed ::iy badge and idencifi·
cation card and requested the suspect co produce a driver's license.
Suspect pulled out his wallet from his right hip pocket and started
looking through it. The suspect appeared co be quice nervous and his
hand was visibly shaking. The suspect did not apoear co be locating
a driver's license.
I asked the suspect if he had a driver's license and he seated chat he
did. He continued co look buc was noc able co come uo wich one. I
then asked the suspect if he had any kind of idencificacion. He then
gave me a card, cypewriccen, with his name and address on ic. Re asked
what c.~is was all about. I advised him chat I had an oucscanding
warrant for his arrasc.
Ac this ci:ne, Sgc. Deneis !!a:-Jood had parked his vehicle co che rear of
llline and had come forJard. Mr. Romero was advised as co the charges
against him and taken co Sgc. Ha:-Jood's car and given a field search
by Sgt. RarJood.
Sgc. ~arJood, ac mr re~uesc, then removed the suspecc's wallet and I
looked through cha wallet and asked the susoecc if chera was any :ash
=oney in c."ie wallet for security reasons. He wanted Co know why I was
inceresced in cash money, and I advised him c.~ac ic was for secur!.cy
our:ioses so chat upon his arrival ac cha jail if there was any money
~i:h hi= ac :he time of arrest, :hac there would be an agreement as to
hO"J ::iuch :hat was. S~spec: s:aced thac :."I.ere was no money in his wallet .
1~v1mGATORlllQNATU"I

.....
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Supplementary R1p0rt
S.lt l.ake County Attorneys Ollie•
Criminal Division

jcoca v•C'-"T•CN

j OATI 'llll'o"TIC1i .:•n oc:c:.i11111tto j ~ '1'-iMlllll

OuTSIOl ..t.GINC'I' ti CA.ll .... '4

I ch•n concinu•d co look through cha wallec and loca:ed a cel!l'Clorarv
driver's license, i1C224958, a Class C license sig~ed by tescer Ra:~h
Romaro. Ic indicated it was a duJllicate license f-:om !)528-36-8859°.
Th• suspecc' s wallec -..as then ::-ecur:ied co hi::i and he •.;oas ? laced in che
franc seac of Sgc. Harwoad's vehicle.
A c.~•ck was then run chrough cha Sheriff's f::-equency diSJlaccher to
decer:ri.ne the scacus of Mr. Romero's driver's license. !he Sheriff's
Dispatcher Frequ•ncy T-..-a advised c!lac Mr. !tomero' s driver' s license ·m
susvended. The license in his oossession indicated an e:caminacion date
of 6-2i-78 and an •x;iiracian d&C• of 9-27-78.
I chen took a copy of the warrant 178-CRS-368 and gave a co?Y of t~e
WarTUIC to lfr. !lomaro. I chen removed lir. Rom•ro from Sgc. :~::"'...ood's
vehicle and advised hi:11 of his Constitutional rights from :!le 3tandard
P. 0. S. T. !1.ighcs Card. This "a• at apJlroxi:lacely J845 hours. ~r. Rcmerc
seated Chae h• understood !!is rights.
l1r. !lomaro's vehicle was sCOJl!l•d ac 0833 hours and he was ar=es:ed ac
0835 hours.

After reading Mr. llamero his rights, I asked hi:11 who 01'."'Tled :!le vehide.
He asked me •my I wanced co know. I advised Mr. RoClero thac it mace a
difference as co whac action was caken in regards co :!I• vehicle. I
advised him chac if cha v•hicle wu his i:iroperey chac •.;oe would orobab!y
do wich ic as he direcced and chac if h• wanted it .oarked and cocked
we would probably do chac. I advised him, however,· that if c!l.e •1ehicle
did noc belong co him Chae we would contact the party co whom it did
belong and advise them where c!ley ·.;oould be able to locace che "Jehicle.

l!r. Ro::iero than seated chat che vehicle belonged :o Golden Circ!e
InvesCDenc Carporacion. I asked :-!%. Romero who I should concacc at
Golden Circle and he scaced chat I should contact Bill P.ami::on. I
asked him if ha could advise ma how co gee a hold of Mr. Hamilton L,d
he seated chat he could not understand why I wanted to know si::ce I had
lleen ac Mr. Hamilton's home jusc the day before. I advised Mr. !\o:nuo
chac chac was correcc; however, I vu nae going co cravel co Mr. l!amil:oc
home ac this c:Lme. If he had a celevhone number far Mr. Hamil:on, I
would contact him. He scaced chac
had none.

h•

I chen Hked him whac his connection with Golden Circle Invest:nent •iu.
He stated Chae he was the ?D&incenance :nan for Golden Circle and then
d•clinad co make any furcher scacemenc.
I Chen concacced via Councy Atcornev radio freouency Greg llovn anc! advis~
him of ch• sicuacion. Prior co doing chis, however, Sgc. Harvood had ~
Hked Mr. Romero for oermission co search cha vehicle, and h• had dee 11n
giving such permission.
AfC•r advising G~eg Bown of cha situacion, I requesc•d infori:iacion as cc
vhat action co take concerning securing or relea•ing ch• vehicle. Hr.
!cr..-n advised chac che vehicle should be seized as evidenc•. Coon,,,
rec•iving Chis infor:11acion, Sgt. Har..,oad requested f::-~:11 the Sheri·· s

1 •l'fVlSTIGATCllllSSIGN6rui.1

j CA.Tl

I ..... lllOVlC IT:
'

----
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Suppl1mentary Repon
Salt Lake County Attornev• Office
CtiminaJ Civision

/~DI

YIOL.ATION

I

I

OATI at'i>RTID Q.t.rl OCCllAlllD

I

c.a.a .....,,....,.

jOl.ITllOl "~'ICY Ac.toll !'l\l'Mll.111

cc........,,.....,

frequency a wrecker for evidence i:mound. ~e Sheriff then disoacched
Rar.:ion's '66 Servi.ca ~reeker. ~r. 3ari:on, from :he ·1recker co=Pany, ca;:ie
;o th~ scene and subsequently i~ounded :he vehicle ~r. ~ccero was in a:
-860 ~esc 3500~Souch, Salt Lake Ci;y, Utah 84119, :eleohone nl:::ber
969-4749. ll'o .urcher action was taken coward che truck unc:!.l the a:.-:i•ral
of ~r. Ra=on.
Upon ~. Rar~on's arrival, oyself ar.d Sgt. Rar~ood did an inventorv of
the concents of the vehicle. We found in che cab of che vehicla several
items which ap?ear co be items of ?OSsible evidence. ~ese items were
seized pending further investigation. ~ese items consisted of the
following:
l.

A 1978 vehicle registration for the vehicle which was i::ipounded,
a 1970 Ford ?ickup, license dWS 4921. This registration indicated
the owner of che vehicle as Golden Circle ::nvesc:ient, Box 15998
(2255 ~•est ll'ortb Temple, Sale Lake City). ~e vehicle, however,
was signed owner's name • Golden C!rcle by Lester Romero.

2.

A letter addressed co Ervin Romero, !ox 15998, Sal: Laite C!:y,
Utah 84115. "::lis leccer being from :he Douvall ?ress F!.nance
Publications.

3.

A lect:er addressed to Gary ll'yer, 8701 •.Jest 3500 Souc.'t, :~g?ta. Ic
had c.'te recurn address of Royal Acceptance Cor;ioraticn in Sale Lake
City and c!irough chac was scratched the address of 338 ~asc 100
South and the address 6266 South ~orgray Drive princed over the
cop (chis is :he suspect: Romero's hoce address).

4.

A card from John E. Runyand, Attorney at Law, Salt Lake Cicy.

5.

A check !!lade ouc co Rocoscripper f~ $12.95. The check was on the
First Security !ank of Utah, ~51-14015-23. It was signed Lescer
Romero and had ';ieen cashed. The address OD Che check for !lomero
was 616 Colorado Street, Salt Lake City, 84084. However, :.'tac had
l:teen written through and the address of 6266 South ~orgray Drive
had oeen written in. The check was paid by the oank OD February 21,
1978.

6.

Also in che fronc seac was found a copy of a Quie·Clailll Deed :rom
Lester ~omero and :iaxine Rocero co Golden Circle Incor,ioraced. ~is
~as notarized by lfargo Bartholomew.
There was a stace~enc OD che
ocher sicia co the effect chat ic was a true cooy of an ori1inal
document:. On this '"a• also wric:en "Defendant's Exhibit 11 ·il."

7.

Also in the truck was found in the cabin an Abstract: of Title prepared oy Alex E. Carr Company on che same property as related in
the Quit-Claim Deed.

8.

Also in the vehicle waa a cO?f of a registration for a crai:er,
A 60797, indicacing che owners name as ~on Rurst, dba S 6 T.
'nlis was signed by Don Hurse; however, c.'te signature appeared co
be :.'tac of Lester Romero's.

Dl5"QSrT10N

, ...Tl
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Supplementary Repo"
Salt Lak• County ~ttorneys om..
Criminal Division

OHIJdl AS llllPOHID
j .llllSIDlfCI '"IONI

.6QQllllD

I

i

I

iWINISI , .. ~.

9.

There WH also a customer's co;iy of a Walker 3ank ::!ar.ka:nericard ~aci
out t:o Geraldi..,e P. !arker and s :!.gned by Ronald 3arker for a cecal
of $9.51. The invoi;e was t:o Quinn's Aut:c Pares.

10.

There was another one to Genuine Auto Part:s on :he sai:ie credit ca:d
signed l:iy Ronald Barker. !{owever, t!:ie signacure on t:!:ese c-.ro ~~voi·
appeared co be different:.
Invoice in ¥9 for $9. 51 was 1}5083663 and t:he invoice in ,pio for
$27.39 "&S #5144421.

ll.

The 11e:in: item found was a noc. indicating ;iay:!lent of Sl,007 00 for
tnduatrial Power of some type.

l2.

!!fexi:: i t - ,,.. a letter from cha Xurray City Corporacion to :·!urray
Trailer Court, Box 15998, Salt !.ake Cit:y, l:tah apearently regardin1
the disconnection of service of elaccricit:y, wacer, and sewage.

13.

There were also two bank stacemencs :or Golden Circle fro::i :!'le Her:;
Bank & Tr.sac, 4129 Souch li50 West in Sale take City. The bank
scat-'llts were in effect deposit receipts, one for $2, 888. 52 and
another for $858.28.
'r.!ere wu also a check made payable co Induscr:!.al Power for Sl,070
O'll t."ie Golden Circle Invest::ient· account. 1'!1e check •.ras dated 7-lJ·,
and •1as check #l55 and ·.ras signed l:iy :>ale Smit:.h.

14.

15.

There ,,. . also a yellow oiece of oa"Oer which stated "Received from
Les Romero August 15th $15. 00 for' a' refrigerator." It: 1.tas signed
"Beverly&. Etherington."

16.

There were also three keys to some Chrysler-type vehi;le.

17.

The n-c item •.ras a bulk mailing circular to Ervin ?.oa:ero at 3ox l!!
Salt Lake City. On the ocher sids, in ·.rhat: apoeared t:o be Luter
Romero' 1 handwriting, was a membership request· for::i filled out for
a t."iree-year membership in apparently some t:ype of a club.

18.

Nexe item was a sealed envelope with two one-cent scamps on it anl
addressed to A B C, 2250 South 800 '.Jest, Woods Cron, Uc ah 84087.
The return addresa "as to Brother Dis Co, at 3955 Sout:h Scat•. Sajc
Lake Ci::y, Utah. Through t:he envelope could be seen ·.rhat: appe&!• .
to be c!lecks. I then opened the envelope and found c-.ro money order.:
one for S~0.00; #04-704,987,078 made out :o A! C. !!!is vas on •
State Savings &. Loan Associac:!.on. I also found one made ?ayable :~'.
$35. 00 !}04- 710, JOO, 860 also made pay ab le t:o A a C. There vas a ?11
of ;iaper in the envelope which said "Art Well i,185 I chink." Also
in t:he mvelope was what appeared t:o be a piece of chipped rhinest~
or possibly a diamond.
·

19.

Next: item found was a checkbook •"1th checks co Robert !lolan, 735 '"
~orch Temple, 261-9267 on the Valley 3ank & Trust ac 1225 South b'
Redwood Road, account 1109-11-653-2. Th.ere ·.ras one check ::iade ?•Y~·
co cash in th• checkbook, check #134 for $2,000 for :tcbar: and~:~;
sinmlv "Robert." This check 1'as dated 7-lS-78.
register in the checkbook i:self.
INVISTIGATO•I SIGNA T'URI

There •.ras no c.. e

OATI
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20.

Next icem was a receipt from Western Alternator & Generator Starter
Company made out as "Sold to ~on !larker, 2780 Sout!l Stace" anc! the
sum of $13.00 received as authorized signature Lester ~o~oer. Total
bill was $16.27.

21.

There was also a ?romissory note for $5,000 daced 8-21-78 !ram the
Broadway Office of Zion's First ~acional Bank. It was apparently
a 30-day noce to be repaid 9-20-78. Person signing it ·.ras "Al
Johnson". Al Johnson signing it both places, giving as his address
as 736 North West Temple, Sale Lake City, Ccah.

22.

'ntere was also a checkbook for Beaver Investments on the Zion's
First National Bank, 102 South ~ain Street, Sale Lake City, account
#Ol-13343-8, check ciade out 8-24-78 and 7611 signed Al Johnson. ~e
check was blank being payable to no one for no speci!ic amcunc.

23.

Also there was a ?iece of paper indicating license ?late for c!ump
t:iiclc ffeA 60797. This number matches the registration found in the
truck signed by Don Kursc.

24.

There was also a Warranty Deed wherein N. W. ~cLachlan, grancor
conveying property to Sirren Bybee of Salt Lake City. 'r.tis document,
however, was not notarized, but it was signed purporting to be cha
signature of N. W. McLachlan.

25.

Also in the vehicle was a partial Utah place, sticker number Ctah
'79 and it had the month 2 on it and was sticker #91486. This was
found in the rear behind the actual seat itself.

26.

!n the rear of t!la c::uck was found a box. On the box was an
envelooe from "The Greenhouse" from Great :leek, New ?ork. The
Letter.was apparently mailed July ll, 1978 and was mailed co Oale
Smith, Box 15998, Salt Lake City, Utah.

These items were all secured for further investigation and as ?Ossible
evidence.
Also in the truck ice11111 which ware left in the truck and were not secured.
The following items were found in the cab of the truck:
l.

Ona AC fuel pump

2.

Two secs of miscellaneous keys

3.
4.

One old fuel ?u:llP
There were miscellaneous ~ools and small ice11111 of chat nacura.

5.

There were ocher papers and ocher minor items such as a cup, tooth
brush and things of chat nature.

In cha rear of the vehicle items which were left are as follows:
l.

One spare :ire with the rim with the tire in cack.

2.

A toolbox ::ada of ~ood ~ich misceilaneous-cype tools inside.

1 :llSPOSITION

i

1.~v1ST1QATOltlSIGNAfU"I

I

CATI

j ........0\110 l'f:
I
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3.

There were c-.ro high· life jacks and ocher :niscellaneous tools scac:e.
across cha bed of the tl"\!ck.

4.

There -..ere a nlllllber of ocher types of ::iiscel:aneous fishing gea: anc
mechanical equipment.

Prior to leaving the scene, the vehicle was i:npounded.
~eparcmenc !aporc #78-60205.

See S'her:!.f!'s

Mr. !o•ro waa ch- taken ca the Salt t.ake County Jail -..here he

•.tat

Also illcludad in c!:le items taken was a l'!ocarola

~09945.

~ecro-!'aga

3oy,

boo<

Mr. !tallaro waa booked into jail at appraxi=acely 0935 hours.
Propr ca the truck being i::lpaunded, I also :iat:!.ced chat the green Saieq
Inspection sticker did .nae appear ta be stuck ta the window. A closer
examination revealed that Che scicker was taoed on wich scotch :a?e and
had no writing an cha back. This scicker •.tai very easily re::iaved and
secured aa evidence. Also taken inco evidence was driver's license
C224958 and secured as evidence as -..ell.

QIP'!SITIQN

I

INVISTIGATOlllS SICINAT\l"I
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• DEHNDANT'S
1 EXHIBIT

~

!

'2..

('1_""1~ - lf:t.ll_,

IN TNE _____c_I_R_c_u_I_T_ _ _ COURT _B_o_m_.,_TI_FUl.
__
cI_T"_._ _

DAVIS
COUNTY OF-----~;;;::;;;:::;::.,;.•,:.ST:_:A;,:,:TE OF lTt'AH
DEFENDANTS
EXHlllT

SALT LAKE COUNTY.I

STATE OF UTAH

J)-~

)&

:.t.·"l:t"- "':: 7
AFFIDA V1T FOR
SEARCH WARRANT

BEFORE

S. l'.ark Johnson

;

J

l

DlffNDANT'S
WflllT
NO.

745 Sou ch Main, Bountiful. lltah

JUDGE

ADDRESS

The undenicned bein1 Cim duly sworn d • - and ,.,.,
Thllh•

:~~
thaareuonLobelin•I

Tha&

~

.

,:150 Souch SOO West Woods Cross, Uc

A S C S~ccnsisc!.~ or:. Sl!l'arate c:on=ece bloc:it
building ccncain:!l'.si; !.:9 ~cal <m.c sc~ aanira 1..,
Ian Lh• prim... known ul building ;;J Uli:s 76 .md 35 bei."'U! camacced scorau \Zic!
~~It \o'IW:.I\ are 12 x U x 60 :!'eec scoraaa ~rented Eran
A B C in the nan of Ar: Wall

In Ille City of Woods Crass
County o1
!Javis
Sta&e ol UtU. LMn ii now cena1n property, n1mely,
_ _.....;;;...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1

I
,.

i

A 1975 Conventional K.nworth Tractor Truck
Modal \.I 91)1)
Vin ~1437585 or VI~ ~1333833
or oarts of chat cruck includinR a 425 Cacer:iillar diesel en~ine
Minnesota license olace PR 21)326
~ershio or re~iscration oaoers Eor said vehicle in che name of ~ax
Derlorin, 964 West Country Road, Sc. ?aul Minnesota, or ~abreae Inc .
.JaJ'a'i~a P~P~.~~l1.iit~tis: Paul, liinnesoca ~r any oersonal :irooerty idencifi,.,..Slul..,.., •mlMzzlod prt11Mf\Y ab le as belonain~ co vax l)eflorin or his •.1i ~.
( I Prupony lllld 11 a muns or rommittin1 a felony
(v( Property or thinp in tbe ~on of a ponon with the in&enl to UM ii U a 111Hm or committlftl
a public orten11or1n the p...-ion ot another to wlltn he·11U1y Iliff dlliiffNll 11 !Dr Ille pu,,_
ot concealinc it or pnffntin1 ill betnc dilcowered
( ) Controlled sublunc• •nd any Jftice. illllrUment. or puapllanalia uaed for - i n L inllllinc.
or to Caalitile the disu1bu"4ln or production or rontrollod iublun. .
The f1et110 ~bliah the i:rounda for isauance of a Snrch Wanant ire:

Your affiant is and ac all cimes mentioned herein as been an Invesci~acor
enmloyed by the Sale Lake County Attorney's Officer, and a Peace Officer ~necia;
Deoucy Sheriff for cha Salt t.ake Councv Sheriff's Of~ice.
On 8·25-78 your affianc arTesced Laster Ralnh !tomero at 1800 West 6200 South in
Sale t.aka County.
Ac cha time of his arrest and aursuanc co his arrest, ch• truck which h• wa•
driving, a 1970 Ford aickuo c:uck was sei:ed. An invencory search was dona of
chat vehicle. On che front seat of che vehicle was an enveloae with a return
a-dress of 3RODISCO 3955 Souch Scace Screec, Sale take City, Ucah 84115. The
enveloae had ~"o one•cenc st&l!llls on it and was addressed co A S C 2250 South
800 wast, Woods Cross, Utah 84087.
!nsida chat enveloae were ~"o :noney orders fr0111 SC3te Savinas ~ Loan Coamanv.
One was ao47l0·300-860 in cha amount of 535.00. The aavee on it was A S C and
ic wa• not daced. The second one was il04-704,887,370 :or SJn.on. nte aavee
bein~ A B C with no dace on it.
':'lies• cvo llloney ·orders were inside a aiec• of oaaer chat had che name Art •.Jall.
il85 I chink (this '"as hand'.rriecen "I c!:iink" •.1as also written on the oaoer)
On che back were a number 0£ fi~ures and c!'le ..,ord "rent" •.rri:ten wich an "X"
chrou~h cha figures.
A c!:ieck with che July 1978 Sale take Cicy 7eleohone '1recto..-v and ad~acent
cown direc:orv indicated c!'lac A S c •as a scorau corr.oan:r and chac ic ·.Jas ~c
che address indicaced on che envelooe ..
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(2)

Your affianc on 10-23-78 sooke with a confidential
informant, who obse-rved a copy of :he front of chis envelooe
co A B C. Ile scaced chat he !'\ad been cold bv Lester Ral:>h
Romero in the oresence of ocher oeoole c!'\ac inside of cha
scoraRe units at A 8 C there was a stolen semi•crac:or. He
seated that ha had had this information as of anoroxi..'"lately
can days ortor to the dace of this ince-rview which was 1~·23-78.
This informant seated Chae he did not wane his name
used in anv le~al 0roceedings because he !eared re:aliacicn
aEainsc him in the for:n of ohvsical injury ~o himself or co
his family.

l

On 10-24-78 your affianc talked •Jitl:\ Ron L·1le, ·.•ho is
presencly an inll'.ace of che Utah Stace Prison. L•1le ad"lised
Chae ao 0roximacelv a vear and a half a20 durin2 che summer of
1977, l:\e was ai>oroached bv !.escer Raloh 'l.omero, •.:h.o asked L-ile
Co go eo Ptovo, Utah and staal a Kenworeh craccor chat t·11e
could find at a 0articular locac!on. Lyle 3taterl cnac ~is
base recollection was that it was a Kenworch Conventional
tractor which was bie2e in color and he believed a 1972 co
1973 model tractor. He seated chat ic had a Cacero;iillar
enRine in it, a 13-soeed Fuller transmission, it !-lad a sleener,
no c.a. radio, it had men and women's clochin2 in i:. all
black interior, and oolished alw::inum wheels. He seated it
had what ao0 eared to be new General tires also on the vehicle.

Ha seated chat ac the request of !.escer Ralnh Romero

I.

I
i

ha traveled co ?rovo, Utah with another individual and there

entered this truck and stole ic. L·1le stated chat '.Jnen he
scole it, cha truck was in a large emor:r toe across :::om the
Ramada Inn direccly o0posi:e Che golf course in ?rovo, Utah.
Lyla seated chat ac the time he wenc down ehac it had scarced
Co rain and thac during cha time he drove the c::uck :com Provo
co Sale t..ka it was raining.

Lyle seated that he drove the :ruck from l'rovo, r:cah
Co a1111roximacely 61)ch South and \.;est Tenmle !.n Sale Lai<e Count•
where ha met Lester Raloh ~omero and turned the :ruck over co
Romero. He stated chat.he received $1,1)00 from ~omero :or
stealin~ the truck.
Lyla stated that sometime later the c::.-uck was ~ainced
black and silver. He seated thac shorel7 after t!:lac he !lad !lad
a conversation wi:h Lester Raloh Romaro in which Romero seated
Chee cha Sheriff's Deoar:mant had scon11ad him at 211)0 South
and hacl arrested hi:n. · Ha seated chat they had taken at that
tillla a brief case which contained a rental receioc co c!le
garage ac 60ch South and West Te11111le. He stated as a result
the truck needed co be moved.

I

Lyle advised your affiane that he and a relative of
his t!:lan want to '../oods Cross co a "1lini-s:ora2e yard there and
rent1d a storage unit under he believed the name of ::>on ..alone.
Ha stated t!:lac he rented three units at chat time and that
::.kose units ware turned over to che control of Lester Raloh
~maro, who placed oadlocks on the units and who :naincained
and retained che keys to chose units.
Ha further seated chat after bein~ advised by L~s:!!s
Raloh !tomaro of cha necessir.y co move :he vehicle that l t rsid•
trans11orted by a friend of ~is from 60th South and olaced i.
the mini-scora2a anic. He seated chat he had been cold byat
Lester Ralt1h Romero e!tac he had done •..rork on that cractor ,
Che :nini-si:orage uni:, buc he did not actually see :he ..-or;· on
He seated, however, that he did 20 co the ~ini-s:ora~e ~n•~er
several occasions and did see the ·..rorl< as ~e~cribed 0:1 ••~:~:ier
?.alo;ih Romaro had been done on ehe :raccor. He seac~d :"• •·
:hai: he lase saw the tractor in :he "'ini·scora11;e ·~n~: ""
::lecember of 1977 •..ric!t the tires and •..rheels removed.
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Tour af fiant talked co che aforesaid confidential
informant on 10-23-78 and he was advised of the color of the
tractor in the mini-storace unit on Woods Cross was black and
silver.
On 10•24·78 your af~iant talked to Lt. !ud G. Gillman
of P\"ovo City Police Deparcmant. Re stated that a Stolen
Motor Vehicle Re11ort was filed "1th Provo City Police Deoart•
ment which indicated the following .

.,,
A Max DeFlorin of 964 ~iest Coucnry Road. Sc. Paul,
.. inne.sota had been in Provo with a 1975 Conventional :<:enwor:h
tractor, Mociel ll 91)1) V!~l ;!l43753S on Jal'.: t, 1977. ~e seated
that ~•Florin reoor:ed chat his tractcr had ~een stolen sometime during the night of i-t-77 and 7·2-i7. ne stated the
reoort "as made at aonroxi::iately 7:00 A.M. on 7·2-77.
He stated that the report indicated chat ~ax Derlorin
had ccld the officer cakin& the reocrt that he nad his wife
had been travelinc cross country to~ether on this trip.
!hev had stopped at the ~olidav Restaurant in Provo fer dinner
and returned to their motel at the Ramada tnn at a0 orox:Lmately
10:00 P.M.

j

II
I

He stated that the report said t!uc at that time the
tr.actor-trailer ..... still there. Re seated that he estimated
the time of t.'i.e tl\efc was ber,•een ll: 00 and 12: ".!O .l' clock on
7-l-77 as it aooarenclv occurreu about the time it started
raininR on chat niitht.
He seated that there had been an insurance claim
filed and apoarentlv it had heen naid.
He stated that onlv the tractor was taken. '!'!le
trailer was left. When :?OUr affiant :alked to Ron Lvle, L:1le
said that there was a trailer attached to the tractor at the
ti.Jlle of the theft but the trailer was left and only the tractor
•..ra• calcan.

Lt. nill:nan advised your a!fiant o! the
informa!=ion whic.'i. ·.iu on the stolen reoort.

followin~

Ha stated that it was a stolen 1q75 Kanworch Conven•
cional tractor. It had new oainc on the cab which was white
over vallow. !la seated that there was a black amble'" on
c.~a door which indicated that the truck belon~ad to Faber~•
Inc. !l.ayecce Division, Sc. Daul, ~inna•oca.
Ha seated chat cbev had first received t~a VI~ •1333833
but it had been corrected bv the driver to VIM ~1437585 and
chat chat n\llllber was currencl:1 entered on the stolen ranorc
cue of :t.C.I.C.
'llla engi:la in the crude WU a 425 Cacar.iillar msd:la. !!e
saced that the ~ i:ldicatad that it had all :ww C"-al c:l.ns arid
all allSllimm ...naels. :be :miort seated ::hat :hare ,.. no C.B. in ~'i.e
crude and that it had Ucmse olace PR. 20326 in Mlmasaa.

On lry·26·7~ vour af~ianc sooke with James Ouam who is
also an invesci~acor for cha Sale Lake County Attorney's Office.
He seated that he had ju.t interviewed one of Cha onwers of
A s C bv ch• name of Riley GoodfallQW. Mr. Goodfellow seated
that he received a money order in the ?!lail 10-25-78 for ~65 Eor
the continued rental of Uni:s 76 and ~85 in Building 3 o: :h~
A S C eomolex. !le stated :hat th• envelooe '!as tl:a same, as ;;.~•
BRODtSCO one shown to him which ·.1as a coo~ or the one t~Ken .·:om
Lester ~aloh ~omero on 8-25-78. He sta:ed :hat he ar.ol.ed t~~s
monav co Uni: w76 and 485 rencal in :he na.'lle of Art ;.:all. !le
had no knowledge o! whac was in the unit and ~id not kn~w A~?
'.;all. ~e size of cha ~·o connac:ed ::ni:s wh~ch are ac.ual • .1
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH
-----00000-----

The State of Utah,
Plaintiff and Respondent,

No. 16638

F I L E D

v.

January 29, 1981

Lester Romero,
.. .. .. ... . ... __
Defendant and Appellant.
·:___ .. ,.::.....~:.~:- .•.; .. ..,.,.

:----,,.-,,.---=---=__,..,,_-___,=-..,,....-- ·

Geoffrey J. Butler, Clerk

·STEWART, Justice:
Defendant seeks reversal of a second-degree felony
conviction of theft by receiving. The issues raised involve
the legality of a.motor vehicle search and the admissibility
of subsequently derived evidence, the adequacy of the affidavit for a search warrant, the correctness of the court's
refusal to compel disclosure of an informant's identity, and
the constitutionality of relying on information allegedly
obtained from a privileged attorney-client communication.
On August 25, 1979, defendant was stopped while
driving a pickup truck and arrested on a matter not in issue
here by Investigator Charles Collins of the Salt Lake County
Attorney's Office. Defendant informed the investigator that
the vehicle belonged to Golden Circle Investment Corporation. He claimed neither a proprietary nor possessory
interest in the truck or its contents. Although it was
registered.to Golden Circle Investment by Lester Romero,
defendant, the defendant explained the use of his name was
merely a result of his status as maintenance man for the
company. Collins was unable to contact Bill Hamilton, whom
defendant said was the spokesman for Golden Circle Investment Corporation, and so he had the truck impounded and
its contents inventoried. The inventory list included a
description in general terms of "misce~laneous tools, fishing gear, mechanical equipment, 11 etc., which were not removed from the truck. Papers, envelopes, and cards were
removed and secured during the inventory and described fully
in the report. The report stated: "These i terns were all
secured for further investigation and as possible evidence. 11
At least one envelope was opened and the contents viewed.
Two months after the search, a confidential informant presented himself, on his own initiative, to Collins.
A Photocopy of an envelope addressed to ABC, Woods Cross,
Utah, was shown the informant at his request. Thereafter,

~

l

'J
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:·1
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the informant told Collins that he had been told by defendant that there was a stolen truck stored at ABC.

(

Collins then obtained information from Ron Lyle,
who was serving a sentence at the Utah State Prison for an
apparently unrelated offense. Lyle informed Collins of his
involvement in the actual theft of the truck and gave a
detailed description of the truck. He claimed personal
knowledge of the presence of the truck at the Woods Cross
storage yard as of December 1977. His description of the
truck corroborated the confidential informant's information.
A Provo City Police Department investigator 'in~
formed Collins of a report of a stolen Kenwo·rth truck. This
·information corroborated many of the details obtained from
·Lyle, except for connecting the stolen truck with the ABC
storage units. Collins obtained information from another
·investigator for the Salt Lake County Attorney's Office who·
had interviewed one of the owners of ABC. Upon being shown
the "ABC" envelope found in . the impounded truck, the owner
described it as identical to the one in which he received a
money order in the mail on October 25, 1978, for the continued rental of two uni ts in Building "3" of the ABC complex, but he had no knowledge of what was being stored in
~e units.
. .
Collins set forth the above information in his
affidavit to establish probable cause to search the storage
units. Defendant filed a motion to suppress the fruits of
the search on the ground that the information in the affidavit was inextricably connected with the illegally seized
envelope. The motion was overruled. Defendant was also
unsuccessful in his objection made at trial to the use of
that evidence.

(

Following his conviction defendant made a motion
in arrest of judgment based upon newly discovered evidence
to the effect that the confidential informant had obtained
information from a privileged attorney-client conversation.
The court found that the information was obtained by the
informant from a source other than an attorney-client conversation and denied the motion.
The first issue raised by defendant is whether the
warrantless search and seizure of the envelope precluded the
use of the subsequently derived information, which related
to the same subject matter, in an affidavit to support the
issuance of a search warrant.
The law is well established that warrantless
searches of impounded vehicles for the benign purpose of
Protecting the police and the public from danger, avoiding
Police liability for lost or stolen property, and protecting

(
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the owner's property, are permitted by the Fourth Amendment.
State v. Crabtree, Utah, 618 P.2d 484 (1980); South Dakota
v. 02perman, 428 U.S. 364 ( 1976); Cady v. Dombrowski, 413
U.S. 433 (1973). The State contends that the facts in this
case support the conclusion that the police were simp1y and
genuinely engaged in a care-taking search of an impounded
vehicle for the purpose of taking an inventory and not in a
warrantless search with the purpose of uncovering crimina1
evidence. See South Dakota v. Opperman~ supra.
Defendant argues, however, that the "selective"
seizure which occurred in this case and the reference made
to an investigatory purpose in the officer's inventory. list
establish a clear and strong investigatory purpose. Defen- ·
dant further claims that even if ·the initial action was on1y
a routine inventory,_ intrusion into the. sealed envelope
exceeded the proper scope and extent of an inventory search,
and, al though the seizure of the con ten ts of a car for
safekeeping after a lawful inventory search is justified by
the need to ensure the safekeeping of. those contents, there_
is no justification shown in this case for the opening of an
envelope when no security purpose was accomplished thereby.
Defendant concludes that there were no extenuating circumstances. justifying the further intrusion, and therefore it
did not fall within the routine invent~ry exception to the
Fourth Amendment warrant requirements.
Although the facts of this case indicate that
defendant may not have had the possessory or proprietary
right needed to assert a Fourth Amendment claim,· that issue
is not properly before us. We therefore assume, without
deciding, that the officer's conduct violated defendant's
Fourth Amendment protection against an unreasonable search
and seizure.
Defendant argues that the illegality of the search
rendered the information and evidence secured thereby "fruit
of the poisonous tree." Wong Sun v. United States, 371 U.S.
471 (1963); Silverthorne Lumber Co. v. United St~tes, 251
U.S. 385 (1920).
Although an unlawful seizure and subsequent
testimony dealing with the subject of the seizure may have
some facial connection, it does not necessarily follow that
preclusion of the testimony is required. The testimony of a
live witness may be so attenuated from the taint of evidence
obtained by the illegal search that the evidence.is not the
1. See Bradford v. State, Ind.App., 401 N.E.2d 77 (1980),
Where intrusion into a purse was unwarranted since initialing, sealing, and placing it in a locked storage room would
have been sufficient. But see State v. Crabtree, Utah, 618
~.2d 484 (1980), where circumstances surrounding the routine
inventory warranted the opening of a suitcase.
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"fruit of the poisonous tree." United States v ~ ··ceccolini,
435 U.S. 268 (1978). But for such evidence to be admissible, despite its connection with the illegally obtained
evidence, it must spring basically from an independent
motivation by the witness to make the disclosure.

/

\

In Ceccolini the Court considered the time period
which elapsed since the illegal search and the time, place,
and manner of the initial questioning in determining whether
the statements were the product of detached reflection and a
desire to be cooperative. In that case the Court found
evidence admissible even though it was obtained from an
informant who had been approached· and questioned by officers
as a result.of information obtained during an illegal search.
The willingness of the informant arid her eagerness to cooperate persuaded the Court to find that the information attenuated any initial taint.
The facts of the instant case indicate that the
statements of the confidential informant were sufficiently
attenuated from the taint of the contents of the envelope so
as to break the chain of causality. The arresting police
officer did not intend or anticipate that the informant
would come forward and provide information as a result of
the seizure of ·the "ABC envelope." Rather, the confidential informant, on his own initiative, presented himself to
the investigator two months after the initial seizure of the
envelope, asked to see an addressed envelope which he
described in general t·erms, and volunteered information
which was later incorporated into an affidavit to help establish probable cause for a search warrant. Indeed, the
connection between the seizure of the envelope and the
information obtained from the confidential informant was
less than in Ceccolini where the illegally seized information led the officer to initiate questioning of -the informant.
The information obtained from the second informant,
Ron Lyle, also falls within the exception carved out by
Ceccolini. The information was obtained two months later,
was not part of a preconceived plan, and was freely submitted by the informant even though against his own interest. Furthermore, .it does not appear that the seized letter
directed the officer to Lyle.
The third individual to whom the envelope was
shown was an owner of ABC Storage. This encounter occurred
two months after the initial seizure of the envelope and
resulted in information being voluntarily given to the
investigator by the owner. At this point in the investigation there was sufficient evidence obtained from Lyle
and the ~onfidential informant connecting defendant with the
ABC Storage units to support an inverview with the ABC
~ner, and the investigation was clearly not a link in the
chain of events resulting from an illegal seizure. But even

(
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if the connection between the owner's testimony and the
were too close to attenuate a prior illegality, the
error would be harmless in light of the adequacy of the
remaining information to support the issuance of a search
warrant.
~velope

We therefore reject defendant's claim that the
information relied on to support the search warrant was
illegally obtained and turn to the second claim of error-the inadequacy of the affidavit to establish probable cause
to issue a search warrant.
In addressing this issue, we note that a more
relaxed standard governs the type of evidence that may be
used to establish a finding of probable cause in an aff idavit than governs the admissibility of evidence at trial,
kCray v. Illinois, 386 U.S. 300 (1967), and magistrates are
not confined by strict evidentiary rules or restrictions on
the use of common sense in finding probable cause within an
rlfidavit. United States v. Ventresca, 380 U.S. 102 (1965).
The sufficiency of an affidavit supporting a
search warrant depends on indicia of reliability sufficient to assure a neutral magistrate of probable cause.
Aguilar v. Texas, 378 U.S. 108 (1964), held that it was
necessary that an affidavit inform the magistrate of some of
"the underlying circumstances" relied upon by an informant
in drawing his conclusions and those circumstances from which
the investigative officer concluded that the informant was
"credible" or his information "reliable." Spinelli v.
~ited States, 393 U.S. 410 (1969), established that providing sufficient detail of alleged criminal activity serves
to validate the reliability and authenticity of the information and allows the magistrate to rely "on something more
substantial than a casual rumor circulating in the underoorld or an accusation based merely on an individual's
pneral reputation." 393 U.S. at 416. Spinelli further
held that corroborating allegations contained in a hearsay
report can be considered in evaluating the sufficiency of an
affidavit.
United States v. Harris, 403 U.S. 573 (1971),
held that sufficient credibility may be established if the
information given was against the informant's penal interest.
The affidavit in the instant case sets forth
sufficient information to meet the guidelines established in
the above-cited cases. The affidavit details the manner in
~ich Lyle gathered the information and establishes the fact
that Lyle spoke from personal knowledge. Detailed information was given by Lyle concerning the criminal activity, the
Physical appearance of the vehicle, as well as its place of
storage.
Furthermore, Lyle's information, containing admissions of criminal activity, carried its own indicia of
credibility, United States v. Harris, supra.
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The confidential informant's information as set
out in the affidavit corroborated and validated the presence
of the vehicle at the same location and included the underlying circumstances from which the confidential informant
dtew his conclusions.
Further corroboration was provided by the information given by Riley Goodfellow, one of the owners of the
ABC Storage Company, who identified the seized envelope as
one identical to that in which he received money to rent two
of his storage units. The information included in the
affidavit given by Lt. Gillman of the Provo City Police
Department corroborated many of the specific details in
Lyle's hearsay account. Together, this information provided
the neutral and detached magistrate a substantial basis to
support a finding of probable cause for the issuance of a
search warrant.
We next address defendant's contention that the
lower court erred in failing to require the disclosure of
the confidential informant's identity. Rule 36 of the Utah
Rules of Evidence provides:
IDENTITY OF INFORM.ER. A witness
has a privilege to refuse to disclose
the identity of a person who has furnished information purporting to disclose a violation of a provision of the
laws of this state or of the United
·
States to a representative of the state
or the United States or governmental division thereof, charged with the duty of
enforcing that provision, and evidence
thereof is inadmissible, unless the judge
finds that (a) the identity of the person furnishing the information has already been otherwise disclosed or (b)
disclosure of his identity is essential
to assure a fair determination of the
issues.
The record in the instant case reveals that defendant was aware of the identity of the confidential informant. State v. Forshee, Utah, 611 P.2d 1222 (1980), is thus
disposi ti ve. In that case, as here, defendant's knowledge
of the informant's identity invoked the first exception to
the privilege of nondisclosure in Rule 36. It is that "very
knowledge of the informer's identity that further served to
vitiate any prejudice which may have otherwise resulted from
the lower court's failure to require disclosure." State v.
Forshee supra at 1225. Defendant was in as good a position
to prod;1ce the informant as was the plaintiff, yet failed to
do so. See State v. Forshee, supra. Accordingly, there was
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no prejudicial error as a result of the nondisclosure of the
confidential informant's identity.
Finally, defendant contends that some of the
information used to obtain the search warrant and admitted
at trial came from a privileged attorney-client communication.
A factual issue exists in this case as to whether any information the confidential informant may have heard during a
privileged attorney-client communication directly or indirectly produced any of the evidence at trial.
The mere
fact that the informant may have met with defendant and his
counsel does not rise to the level of a constitutional
violation if the testimony given by the informant at trial
was neither prompted by nor the product of participation in
any privileged communications. Weatherford v. Bursey, 429
U.S. 545 (1977). The trial court found .that the information obtained from the confidential informant did not come
from a confidential and privileged attorney-client conversation. The trier of fact made this factual determination
in light of a record which supports the conclusion.
The judgment of the trial court is affirmed.

I CONCUR:

Gordon R. Hall, Justice
.Crockett, Retired Justice, concurred in result in
this case before his retirement.
WILKINS, Justice:

(Dissenting)*

I respectfully dissent. I disagree with the disposition by the majority of several of the issues raised
by this appeal.
The majority opinion proceeds on the basis that
it is assumed, without deciding, that the search of the
truck in question was illegal in that the search exceeded
the proper limits of an inventory search. In my view, there
is no doubt that the search was not a bona fide inventory
Procedure. This is most strongly evidenced by the fact
that the investigating officer opened a sealed envelope
found in the truck and thereafter made extensive use of the
contents of the envelope as well as the envelope itself in
his continuing investigation.
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Neither can I agree with the majority's assertion
made without so deciding, "that defendant may not have had '
the possessoty or proprietary right needed to assert a
fourth Amendment claim." (Emphasis added). Defendant's
name appeared on the title to the vehicle and he was clearly
in possession of the truck. I believe that under Rakas v.
Illinois, 439 U.S. 128 (1978), defendant here had a sufficient possessory interest in the truck to assert Fourth
Amendment claims relating to the search of the truck and
seizure of items found therein. Furthermore, this defendant had an expectation of privacy in connection with the
truck and its contents which would clearly result in his
having standing to assert his claims. Katz v. United-States.
389 u.s. 347 (1967).
Moving now to the substance of the majority opinion, I am unable to agree that, in this case, the testimony of the live witnesses was "so attenuated from tlie taint
of evidence obtained by the illegal search that [it] is
not the 'fruit of the poisonous tree.' United States v.
Ceccolini, 435 U.S. 268 ( 1978) • " Applying Ceccolini to the
facts before us, I believe that there was no such attenuation here.

.~

-·· '

The majority in Ceccolini was impressed by the
fact that there was an independent motivation by the witness there to disclose the information she had. Here, with
respect to the confidential 'informant, the disclosure by
that informant was inextricably connected to the envelope
and other papers that had been illegally seized. Likewise,
with respect to the information disclosed by Ron Lyle, there
is nothing in the record to suggest that his disclosures
were independently motivated or somehow insulated from the
same illegally seized documents. Finally, there is no independent motivation for the disclosure made by the owner
of ABC Storage because that disclosure was made at the request of the investigator after showing the illegally seized
papers to the owner.
It appears that the majority requires a showing
of a preconceived plan on the part of investigators to bootstrap illegally seized evidence into indepe~dent disclosure
by live witnesses before those disclosures will be considered tainted by an illegal search or seizure. I submit
that the situation is no less egregious when, as here, the
entire framework of the investigation, including disclosures by live witnesses, finds its foundation in and is intimately connected with an illegal search and seizure.
I now discuss the sufficiency of the affidavit in
support of the search warrant which was issued. I believe
that the basic test as to the sufficiency of an affidavit
as laid down by Aguilar v. Texas, 378 U.S. 108 ( 1964), and
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s~inelli v. United States, 393 U.S. 410 (1969), and reaffirmed by United States.v. Harris, 403 U.S. 573 (1971),
shows the affidavit here to be defective. Those cases require that an affidavit show (1) underlying circumstances
to demonstrate the validity of an informant's conclusion
of illegal activity and, (2) a basis for relying on the credihllity and reliability of the informant.

With respect to the confidential informant here,
neither prong of the test is met. As to the information
supplied by Ron Lyle, there is no showing of credibility or
reliability, but a great many underlying circumstances are
set forth. However, the problem with Lyle's information
is that it was over one year old. I believe that the lapse
of time was too great to permit any conclusion that the information was, at the time the warrant was applied for, reliable.
Finally, I am unconvinced by the majority's treatment of the issues of the· refusal of the District Court to
require the disclosure of the identity of the confidential
informant and whether that informant provided information
which came from a privileged attorney-client communication.
These two issues are actually interconnected in that disclosure of the identity of the confidential informant was
crucial to a determination of whether privileged information
was provided to the investigators. I believe that it was
~ssential to assure a fair determination of [these] issues"
that the identity of the confidential informant be disclosed.
Rule 36, Utah Rules of Evidence.
I would reverse and remand for a new trial.

Maughan, Chief Justice, concurs with the
dissenting opinion of Justice Wilkins.
*Wilkins, Justice, .wrote his dissenting opinion
Prior to his resignation.
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